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Abstract 

 
PlaySQL is an Android app that uses a game to teach relational database querying. The 

app allows people with no previous programming experience to learn SQL programming 

in a fun, interactive and self-paced way. The app is very different from any existing SQL 

apps, none of which adopt a game approach. 

 

The app currently covers the core topics of SQL programming, including Select, Where, 

Group By, Having, Order By, Cross Join, Inner Join and Outer Join. Each topic is 

explained using a sequence of queries which the user has to solve. The queries are 

carefully structured to lead the user from simpler to more complex material. Each topic is 

followed by a quiz in which the player tries to maximize their score by completing 

queries as quickly as possible. The player can also embark on “missions” in which they 

try to survive as long as possible by answering questions of varying difficulty over all 

topics. 

 

Questions are presented in a variety of formats. Sometimes the player has to drag the 

correct terms onto blank spaces in the query. Other questions require the player to click 

on the terms of the query in the correct order, or to correct errors in a query, or to 

rearrange the query to make it correct. The most challenging format has the query terms 

fluctuating randomly on the screen; the player has to click on each one when it is correct. 

 

The app has been tested with many students, both with and without SQL experience. 

Developing the app was very instructive in a number of areas that have impacted my 

classroom pedagogy, including databases, mobile app development and software 

engineering.  
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1 Motivation 

As a professor of computer science, I am naturally interested in the use of information 

technology in education. Our students, called by some the “App Generation” [1] and by 

others "iGen" [2], spend considerable time using mobile apps and games. I wanted to 

investigate whether a game could be used to provide instruction at the college-level.  

 

Many web-sites and apps deal with material covered in college classes; e.g. Khan 

Academy, the works of Shakespeare [3] [4], Ancient Greek [5] [6], and others. Although 

these sites and apps can be used in a college classroom to enhance the educational 

experience, they cannot substitute for taking a class in the subject, because they lack the 

personalized feedback from an expert instructor that face-to-face interaction provides. A 

game allows someone to learn on their own in a fun way. Games have been used 

effectively for many elementary and middle schools topics, and there are some games 

that teach introductory programming, although not at the college level. 

 

2 Database Querying 

Querying a relational database seemed like a good topic for an educational game. It is a 

key information technology, and there is a continual need for people with database skills. 

Database programming requires minimal background knowledge. The highly-structured 

form of SQL queries provides a natural scaffolding where a game can build slowly from 

very simple to more complicated queries, allowing the player to learn at their own pace. I 

wanted to explore the hypothesis that, using a game, any motivated person could learn the 

basics of SQL programming without assistance from a teacher.  

 

There are many mobile apps that teach database programming, including [7] [8] [9] [10] 

[11] [12] [13].and more. Some of them are quite good, allowing the user to interact with a 

database using an interface in which they can create and execute queries. They include 

text or video tutorials that teach the user how to create queries. However they don't 

provide much feedback when the user cannot figure out the query, not do they provide 

much incentive for a student to keep working on the subject when they encounter topics 

they find hard to understand. None of the existing SQL apps use a game-based approach. 

 

3 The PlaySQL App 

The app I have developed is called PlaySQL. Like Ancient Gaul, it is divided into 3 parts: 

Study, Quiz, and Launch Missions, conveniently denoted by S, Q and L.  

 

Currently there are 12 study sections, covering the topics of Select, Where, Order By, 

Functions, Aggregate Functions, Distinct, Group By, Having, Cross Join, Inner Join, 

Outer Join and Like. Each section has some introductory text explaining the concept 

being taught, followed by a sequence of questions. Each question displays a small 

database table and describes the information we would like to extract from the table. As 

explained further below, the app shows the player how to construct a SQL query that 

retrieves the desired information.  
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The number of questions varies from section to section, depending on the topic. There are 

currently about 100 questions over all 12 topics. The questions in each section are 

carefully ordered so that the player builds on their previous knowledge to move from 

simple to more difficult questions. If a player gets stuck and cannot solve a problem, they 

can click a button to see a solution. 

 

Each study section has a quiz, containing randomly ordered questions from the study. 

The player scores points depending on how quickly they complete each question 

correctly. The app keeps track of their high-score on each quiz. 

 

After completing studies and quizzes, the player can launch missions. There are currently 

3 different missions. The first covers single-table queries (i.e. no joins), the second covers 

all queries involving two tables (i.e. all the questions on joins), and the third covers all 

topics. 

 

The player starts with a certain number of lives at the beginning of each mission. A 

mission consists of a randomly selected set of questions from all the covered topics. Each 

question has a certain time, depending on its difficulty, in which it must be solved. If the 

player cannot complete a question before time runs out, they lose a life. A lost life can be 

regained if the player completes a later question with extra time to spare. The time 

allowed to complete a question decreases as the player advances further in the mission, 

thus increasing the challenge as the game proceeds. The mission ends in failure when the 

player runs out of lives or in success if the player completes all the questions. 

 

The app requires no previous programming experience or knowledge of databases. As 

illustrated below, each section starts with questions in which it is fairly easy for the 

player to figure out the correct query. From there each section builds carefully to more 

sophisticated queries. 

               Figure 1: The opening screen (left) and the SQL Novice screen (right). 

 

3.1 The Opening Screen 
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The app's opening screen is shown in Figure 1 above, on the left. It provides a simple 

choice between SQL Novice and SQL User. If the user selects SQL Novice, they are 

taken to the screen shown in Figure 1 on the right. If they select SQL User, they are taken 

to the screen shown in Figure 9 in section 7.  

4 The First Study – SELECT 

When the user clicks on S1 – SELECT, they are shown a brief text explanation (shown in 

Figure 2 below on the left) of what a relational database is and how a simple SELECT 

statement works. (Note that the text scrolls, so what is shown in the screenshot is not 

complete.) They are then given a brief tutorial on how to create a simple query by 

dragging terms into blank spaces (shown in Figure 2 below on the right).  

   Figure 2: Some explanatory text (left) and a tutorial on how to make queries (right). 

First they drag the table name into the "FROM" clause (shown above on the right). Then 

they drag the column name into the "SELECT" clause (shown in Figure 3 below on the 

left). The result on the query is shown (below on the right). That ends the tutorial. 
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                        Figure 3: The tutorial continues (left) and completes (right). 

 

4.1  The First Few Questions 

After completing the tutorial, the player is given their first question to solve, shown 

below on the left. They simply have to drag (in any order) the table-name and column-

name into the correct blanks to complete the query. The output of the query is then 

shown. Their second question is shown below on the right. Notice that here they have to 

drag all four terms to complete the query. 

 

Figure 4: Questions 1 and 2 of the SELECT study. 

4.2  The Remaining Questions of the First Study 
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The remaining questions of the SELECT study explain a few more things about the basic 

SELECT statement. The player is shown how to select more than one column, how to 

select all the columns using SELECT *, how to name a column in the query output, and 

how to concatenate two or more strings or string columns (e.g. the first and last-name 

columns can be concatenated with a space between them to create an output column 

containing the full-name). 

An applause sound is heard each time a question is completed. If a mistake is made (e.g. 

dragging a term onto the incorrect blank) a raspberry sound is heard. The sound effects 

can be turned off. 

If the player is stuck on any question, they can click a button to see the solution. They can 

also go back to the previous question to see how it was solved. Since each question builds 

on the previous one, this is often helpful if they have forgotten how to do something. The 

player can also at any point skip over the remaining questions and go to the end of the 

study. 

After completing all the study questions, the player is shown a review screen 

summarizing what they have just learned (shown below on the left). They have the choice 

of going on to the quiz or going back to the main menu. If they choose the quiz, they see 

a brief explanation of how the quiz works (shown below on the right). 

    Figure 5: Review screen after completing the SELECT study (left). 

Explanatory screen for the first quiz (right). 

5 The First Quiz 
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Each quiz consists of the same questions as contained in the study, in random order. 

However all the blanks need to be filled in for every question in a quiz; no part of the 

query is provided to the player. Note that sometimes a study will repeat the same question 

more than once, in order to demonstrate different ways of solving it. In that case, the 

question will appear only once in the quiz, and the player may solve it in any way that 

works. Thus a quiz may contain fewer questions than the corresponding study. 

An example of the first question in the quiz on SELECT is shown below on the left. The 

player should think to themselves what the query should be. When they are ready, they 

start the timer, resulting in the screen on the right (the timer starts at 00:00 obviously – 

the screen-shot was captured after 7 seconds).  

Figure 6: A quiz question before starting the timer (left) and after (right). 

 

The timer continually increments, showing elapsed seconds. The player tries to complete 

the query as quickly as possible. The points scored depends on how many terms the query 

contains as well as how long it takes to get the query correct. If they are stuck, at any 

time they can click the Solution button, but then they get no points for that question. 

When a question is solved, the quiz moves on to the next question. The player's score 

accumulates as they solve questions. Figure 7 below shows the screen after completing 

the first quiz question (on the left) and the second quiz question (on the right). Note that 

the second question was shorter. This resulted in a lower number of points scored, but a 

higher time bonus. The current total and current high-score for the quiz are shown in the 

title bar. 
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Figure 7: Quiz: question 1 completed (left) and question 2 completed (right). 

6 The Second Study - WHERE 

After completing the first quiz, the player is returned to the main menu. (Alternatively, 

they can skip the first quiz after completing the first study and return to the main menu 

directly.) The main menu now unlocks a second study topic, WHERE, as shown below 

on the left. The player is shown some explanatory text about WHERE, and then the first 

question appears, shown below on the right. Note how simple the question is, with just 

one blank. The choice is between   =    >   and >=. Even a user with no programming 

experience should be able to figure this out. 

               

         Figure 8: Main Menu shows WHERE (left); first question in WHERE study (right). 
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The study of WHERE continues through a sequence of questions of increasing difficulty. 

All the relational operators are introduced, followed by the boolean operators. The player 

is also shown where order can be switched with both relational and boolean operators, 

and that relational operators can be used with strings and dates, not just numbers. 

At the end of the WHERE study, the player can take the quiz on WHERE. This works in 

a similar way as the quiz on SELECT described above. 

The player can terminate a quiz at any time. They will still achieve a new high-score if 

they have exceeded their previous high-score, even if they don't complete all the quiz 

questions. 

7 Other Topics 

The user who is a SQL novice should proceed through the app one section at a time. 

After completing each study section and its quiz, the next section to study is made 

available. Currently, the topics covered by the app are, in order: Select, Where, Order By, 

Functions, Aggregate Functions, Distinct, Group By, Having, Order By, Cross Join, Inner 

Join, Outer Join, Like. 

If the user selects SQL User instead of SQL Novice in the very first screen, they can see 

all the topics, as shown below. They can then do any study or quiz they wish. 

 

Figure 9: An overview of the entire PlaySQL app. 
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8 Other Ways of Creating Queries 

Dragging tems onto blanks gets a little repetitive after a while. The game provides other 

ways of creating queries. These are introduced slowly as the player progresses through 

the game. There are currently 5 different types of queries, described below. 

8.1  Sequence Queries 

In a sequence query, all the terms of the query are shown, but in the wrong order. The 

player has to click on the terms in the correct order to create the query. Figure 10 below 

shows the first two steps of this process. These are screen-shots from the tutorial that 

explains to the player how to do these queries. 

Figure 10: A second way of creating queries – click the terms in the correct sequence. 

8.2  Queries With Errors 

A third way of creating queries is where the query is shown with some mistakes in it. The 

player has to fix the query by dragging the correct terms from below into their proper 

places. In Figure 11 on the next page, the player is shown the query on the left, which has 

mistakes. These should be corrected, in any order. In the example shown, LastName is 

dragged to replace FirstName, creating the query shown on the right. Then Person is 

dragged to replace Persoon, making the query correct. 

8.3  Term-Swapping Queries 

A fourth way of creating queries is where the query is shown in the incorrect order. The 

player has to fix the query by swapping terms in the query with each other. In Figure 12 

on the next page, the player is shown the query on the left. Terms can be re-arranged in 

any order. In the example shown, SELECT is swapped with LastName, creating the 

query on the right. Then LastName is swapped with FROM, making the query correct. 
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Figure 11: A third way of creating queries – correct errors in the query. 

Figure 12: A fourth way of creating queries – swapping terms in the query. 

8.4  Randomly Fluctuating Queries  

The final way of creating queries is where some of the terms in the query fluctuate 

randomly on the screen. The player has to click on each term when it is correct. The 

fluctuating terms are shown in blue. If the player clicks on a blue term when it displays 

the correct value for that position, that term changes color and stops fluctuating. The 

remaining terms continue to fluctuate until the player clicks on them when they are 

correct. Figure 13 below attempts to show this, although it is difficult to convey how this 

works through screen-shots, without seeing the moving terms on the screen.  
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Figure 13: A fifth way of creating queries. The blue terms randomly fluctuate. The player 

must click on each term (in any order) when it is correct. This example shows the player 

clicking when the first term is SELECT in the left-screen, resulting in the right screen, 

where the other terms continue to fluctuate until the player clicks on them. 

9 Missions 

The final piece of the PlaySQL app are missions. Once a player has studied and taken the 

quizzes, they can embark on missions. There are currently three missions. Mission One 

covers all single-table queries (i.e. everything excluding joins), and contains 82 

questions. Mission two covers all questions on joins (currently 17 questions), and 

Mission Three covers all topics (currently 99 questions).  

In a mission, the player starts with 3 lives, represented by 3 databases, and encounters a 

randomly ordered sequence of questions. Each question has a certain amount of time in 

which it must be completed. This time depends on the difficulty of the query, and also 

decreases as the player progresses further in the mission. Thus the game becomes more 

challenging as the player's experience and knowledge increase. If the question is not 

solved before the time runs out, the player loses a life – a database crashes. A crashed 

database can be restored if the player solves a later question very quickly (currently it's 

set to restore a life if they solve a question with 10 seconds to spare). The game ends 

when the player runs out of lives or completes all the questions in the mission. 

Figure 14 below shows the instructions for Mission One on the left. The instructions for 

Missions Two and Three are similar, except where Mission One has 3 lives, Mission Two 

provides only 2 lives (since it's shorter), while Mission Three gives 4 lives (since it's 

longer). The first, randomly selected, question of Mission One is shown on the right, with 

the timer decreasing. In Figure 15 on the left, time has run out before the player 

completes the question, so a database crashes – they lose a life. In Figure 15 on the right, 

they regain the life by completing the next question with more than 10 seconds to spare. 

And so the mission continues until they run out of lives or solve all the queries. 
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Figure 14. Instructions for Mission One (left). First Question in Mission One (right). The 

timer decreases. If the player does not solve the query before time runs out, they lose a 

life (see Figure 15 below on the left). 

 

Figure 15. The player loses a life by running out of time on Question 1 (left). They regain 

the life by solving Question 2 with more than 10 seconds to spare (right). 
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10  Testing 

During the development of the app I worked with a variety of undergraduate students, 

some who had taken a database class and some who had not. The students provided 

valuable feedback and many of their ideas have been incorporated into the app. I have not 

used the app in the classroom yet, though I hope to do so soon.  

I believe the app could be effectively used by someone with no database experience to 

learn the basics of SQL programming, but this has yet to be demonstrated. The app still 

needs additional work before being ready to be made available on the PlayStore. For 

example, the current version doesn't run effectively on tablets or phones with smaller 

screen sizes. 

11  Conclusion 

PlaySQL is an Android app that uses a game to teach the basic of SQL querying. The app 

allows a user with no previous programming experience to learn database programming 

in a self-guided style. The material is carefully structured to proceed from simple to more 

complicated queries. The player receives feedback that helps to improve their querying 

ability. 

Developing the app was very enjoyable and instructive. I learned a great deal in a number 

of areas, which will help improve my pedagogy. These areas include Android app 

development, databases, and software development.  

I feel that for some topics, games could be effectively used to teach college-level material 

in a way that could supplement traditional teaching methods. On the other hand, games 

are not appropriate for all topics. For example, normalization is a major part of our 

introductory database class. It is not clear to me how, or even if, normalization could be 

effectively conveyed using a game or an app. 
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